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Abstract

Purpose – In ongoing service sectors, some companies have high customer retention in spite of frequent consumer dissatisfaction and high complaint rates. This retention results from customer inertia. This paper aims to identify what influences this inertial behavior.

Design/methodology/approach – Two competing conceptual models were conceived: a Base Model, which considers mediating effects, and a Rival Model, which considers only the direct effects on customer inertia. A survey was undertaken in Brazil. Mobile phone customers were targeted. A questionnaire was built and data were collected online as well as in person. Structural equation modeling was applied.

Findings – Only direct effects on customer inertia were confirmed. The Rival Model outperformed the Base Model on a set of criteria (e.g., greater explanatory power for Customer Inertia and more simplicity). The Rival Model offers a moderate explanation ($R^2=0.370$), some sound structural path coefficients, and appropriate psychometric properties for the latent constructs.

Originality/value – The paper complements and adds to existing research by evaluating customer inertia as an important outcome within ongoing service markets. Market isomorphism, a new concept, is included in the analysis. Results from a developing country are described, helping to generalize to a broader set of countries.
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1 Introduction

Relationship Marketing has provided many classic contributions around the world, such as the loyalty matrix (Dick & Basu, 1994), the loyalty phases and ultimate loyalty (Oliver, 1997, 1999), and the roles of trust and commitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Sirdeshmukh, Singh, & Sabol, 2002). This research stream permeates the Brazilian marketing academia (Barreto, Crescitelli, & Figueiredo, 2015).

On the other hand, inertia influences customer retention even without any genuine relationship marketing initiative. However, the deficiency in terms of explaining customer inertia still persists (Khedhaouria, Thurik, Gurau, & van Heck, 2016). D’Alessandro, Johnson, Gray, and Carter (2017, p.1) even say that “little is known about the antecedent drivers of inertia”. The construct is misunderstood, and even undervalued by marketing researchers and professionals, despite it having been studied since the nineties (Assael, 1992; Bozzo, 2002; Ranaweera & Neely, 2003; Yanamandram & White, 2004, 2006, 2007; Wu, 2011).

Customer inertia can be classified as spurious loyalty (Dick & Basu, 1994), characterized by repeated purchases from the same supplier despite the lack of a favorable attitude towards it. In some sectors, especially those of ongoing services (such as fixed and mobile telephones, and credit cards), consumer inertia always appears. As a result, despite consumer dissatisfaction, disappointment, and high complaint rates, a company can maintain high customer retention rates (Zeelenberg & Pieters 2004; Yanamandram & White, 2004). Spurious loyalty is associated with the absence of a superior alternative. In some ongoing service sectors, there are alternatives (although few), yet their offerings, through the eyes of the clientele, appear to be equivalents. Customer inertia seems to be a consequence of an attitude of passiveness (no intention to change a behavior) because alternative providers are seen as quite similar and not satisfactory. Customer inertia could also be impacted by switching avoidance, a personal state characterized by resistance to change, and avoidance of new circumstances and agents. Moreover, when the customer fully and consistently enjoys the quality and is satisfied with the goods/services, inertia should be a rational reaction. This is a preliminary set of possible antecedents of customer inertia and others must be identified and tested. This reflection gives rise to our research question: What are the main determinants of customer inertia? Our objective is to evaluate antecedents of customer inertia as well as a possible mediating construct.

2 Hypotheses Development and Conceptual Models

This section i) reviews the literature on Customer Inertia and some of its potential antecedents, and ii) elaborates associated hypotheses that comprise two Conceptual Models.

2.1 Customer Inertia

In physics, inertia is a property of matter that keeps an object in motion moving in the same direction or keeps an object at rest (stationary), unless an external force is applied on it (Young & Freedman, 2008). In a broader view, inertia is the tendency of all objects in the universe to resist changes to their state of motion (stationary or moving), and to continue doing what they are doing (unless acted on by a greater outside force).

Inertia is also a relevant concept for many human phenomena, taken as a metaphor and associated with resistance to change. Decision inertia, for instance, is the “tendency to repeat previous choices independently of the outcome, which can give rise to perseveration in suboptimal choices” (Alós-Ferrer, Hügelschäfer, & Li, 2016, p.1); that is, it is directly related to preference for consistency. People can be subject to inertia with respect to their attitudes and beliefs about themselves and the world, the emotions they feel, the decisions they make, and the actions they carry.
out, irrespective of previous beneficial or harmful consequences.

Of direct interest in this paper, Customer Inertia is referred to as: (i) a consistent pattern of buying the same brand almost every time a consumer shops, out of habit, merely because less effort is required (Solomon, 1994); (ii) repeated patronage of a supplier despite the lack of a positive attitude towards it; (iii) repeated purchases devoid of assessments, featuring unconscious procedures (Huang & Yu, 1999); (iv) an absence of goal-directed behavior (Zeelenberg & Pieters, 2004). This rich array represents facets of the same construct as well as different ways it can be explained.

Some authors describe Customer Inertia as a driver for repeated purchases (Yanamandram & White 2004, 2007; Ranaweera & Neely 2003) or even for loyalty (Wu, 2011). Let us provide further clarification. Oliver (1997, 1999) outlined four phases of customer loyalty. The last one, ‘action loyalty’, involves ‘action inertia’, in which repeated purchases become a reflex of habitual action, as a result of strong commitment to repurchasing the brand, combined with a desire to overcome obstacles to carry out the acquisition. That is the concept adopted in this paper, which features repeated patronage without a positive attitude.

According to Bozzo (2002), consumers can be tangled “in an inert pattern in order to reduce their cost of thinking or just because they show limited interest towards the alternative brands on the market” (p. 2), leading to Customer Inertia as an outcome. As an outcome the construct has both attitudinal and behavioral antecedents.

A well-known framework presents three generalized antecedents of attitude: cognitive (information regarding the object), affective (feelings related to the object), and conative (inclinations to act toward the object) (Dick & Basu, 1994). Applying this framework, we now focus on possible relationships of Customer Inertia to its: (a) cognitive antecedents: Market Isomorphism, Perceived Service Quality, and Unattractiveness of Alternatives; (b) affective antecedent: Satisfaction; and (c) conative antecedents: Switching Barriers and Switching Avoidance.

2.2 Market Isomorphism

Market Isomorphism has to do with the homogeneity of providers, meaning that their performed processes and delivered outcomes are almost the same. At the extreme of Isomorphism, everything one company does and offers, its competitors do and offer too. The world has seen a growing similarity among competing organizations in various aspects, such as in products, pricing, and promotion. Many firms strive for competitive advantage through differentiation (i.e., delivering higher levels of valued benefits to one or more segments). These first-rate benefits, however, are often copied (even quickly), a fact that dampens competitiveness (Porter, 1998). A differential edge could be maintained if rooted in unique and difficult to imitate elements (Vasconcelos & Cyrino, 2000), but this is a huge challenge. Eventually, many firms end up providing similar goods and services in the customers’ eyes, forming a homogenized sector. This is Market Isomorphism.

‘Isomorphism’ – a term from Institutional Theory (Meyer & Rowan, 1977) – is a process that compels one organization to resemble another, when they compete under the same environmental conditions (Dimaggio & Powell, 2005). Such ‘mimetic isomorphism’ requires a permanent battle for a renewed advantageous position. Nowadays, equivalent players are common in countless sectors.

From a broader perspective, Gimenez, Hayashi Junior, and Grave (2007) observed isomorphic strategies, both current and future, in industries from diverse sectors, such as electronics, clothing, metallurgy, and leisure. Rossetto and Rossetto (2005) describe the influence of institutional isomorphism on strategic development for construction firms, indicating mimetic and coercive isomorphisms as being the most important.
Among the aspects they researched, Zacharias, Figueiredo, and de Almeida (2008) observed similarity in the banking industry, in terms of products and services. Urdan and Zuñiga (2001) verified similar goods manufactured by competing firms, identifying service differentiation as a possible source for competitiveness. Mesquita and Lara (2007) reported similar pricing by supermarkets in a big city, despite the different income levels of their target markets. Pereira Filho, Campos, and Nóbrega (2015) identified great similarity between fast food restaurants in Brazil. They evaluated 45 attributes concerning service quality in 15 restaurants, and out of 675 possible scores, 496, or 73.5%, were below the average rate customers expected. The physical evidence used by hospitals and hotels is very similar, as shown by Mendonça, Barbosa, and Durão (2007), when studying the Brazilian hospitality industry. Thus, Market Isomorphism makes sense as a concept, as a summarization of many concrete observations and to describe what they have in common.

Bowen (1990) found that customers do not see any striking distinction between service providers from various sectors (e.g., fast-food restaurants and theme parks). In the cell phone business, Mesquita, Martins, and Bastos (2015) identified a positive relationship between: a) isomorphism and inertia; and b) the customer service gap and inertia. If a potential customer is unable to distinguish service (or goods) providers in terms of benefits, the chosen supplier does not matter for him/her. In this case, irrespective of the vendor, the customer thinks that the quality received will be almost the same, which decreases the incentive to switch to another provider. That is the rationale for the following two hypotheses.

**H1a** – Market Isomorphism is positively related to Unattractiveness of Alternatives.

**H1b** – Market Isomorphism is positively related to Customer Inertia.

### 2.3 Perceived Service Quality

Perceived Service Quality is the difference between perceptions and expectations. Service perceptions are the customer’s judgments regarding the excellence of a service rendered and the expected quality of services to be performed and received (Parasuraman et al., 1988). Those expectations are a combination of the customer’s predictions about what is likely to happen during a service transaction and his/her wants and desires (Zeithaml, Berry, & Parasuraman, 1993). A negative Perceived Service Quality represents a service gap (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003). The inflexion point is a zero gap (perceptions equal to expectations). A negative Perceived Service Quality might stimulate the customer to switch the corresponding provider. On the other hand, increased and positive Perceived Service Quality should reinforce the incumbent customer-vendor link. Often, high Perceived Service Quality is not the frequent case around the world, and many consumers are conscious of this scenario (Bitner, Booms, & Tetreault, 1990). Differentiation through service quality is a very attractive proposal. For the customer that is receiving his/her expected quality, it is natural and rational to stay with the incumbent supplier; it would not make sense to divert attention elsewhere. Summing up, positive Perceived Service Quality should discourage the consumer from switching providers and favors Switching Avoidance. Based on the above, we propose the hypotheses below.

**H2a** – Perceived Service Quality is positively related to Switching Avoidance.

**H2b** - Perceived Service Quality is positively related to Customer Inertia.

### 2.4 Unattractiveness of Alternatives

The attractiveness of alternatives: a) “refers to customer perceptions regarding the extent to which viable competing alternatives are available in the marketplace” (Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty, 2000, p. 263); and b) is based on the
quality that customers anticipate as obtainable in the best available alternative (Yanamandran & White, 2007). Some authors (e.g., Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty, 2000; Wu, 2011) have pointed out the great influence this construct exerts on repeated purchases. Four dimensions characterize the unattractiveness of alternatives: number of available alternatives, difference between alternatives, difficulty to understand the alternatives, and difficulty to compare the alternatives (Wu, 2011).

As the attractiveness of alternatives increases, the customer should be less passive about problems attributed to the incumbent supplier, confronting it, looking out for a substitute, and/or breaking the link between them (Ping Jr., 2001). We imagine that a customer aware of very similar competing service providers tends to poorly detect unfavorable differences between the expected and experienced qualities of his/her current supplier. That is, the customer attenuates or even does not realize a service gap, as he/she already knew that a poor service would be experienced (depressed expectations). Nevertheless, the customer does not bother much about this, as he/she does not expect to get a better offer elsewhere in the sector.

Wu (2011) detected a direct and positive effect of Satisfaction on customer loyalty along with a direct and negative effect of Alternative Attractiveness on the same dependent construct. An opposite construct is ‘customer indifference’ (Ranaweera & Neely, 2003) or Unattractiveness of Alternatives (a better name), which is the customer’s perception that switching the provider will not lead to a substantially improved offer. Hence, Unattractiveness of Alternatives may stimulate Customer Inertia. In addition, as the consumer envisions that alternative vendors have the same or similar quality, he/she is urged to avoid switching. This is the logic behind the next pair of hypotheses.

H3a - Unattractiveness of Alternatives is positively related to Switching Avoidance.

H3b - Unattractiveness of Alternatives is positively related to Customer Inertia.

2.5 Switching Barriers

Switching Barriers are mechanisms, normally engendered or imposed by suppliers, that make customer defection difficult or, in a worst-case mode, actively prevent such defection. This is a commonly adopted tactic aiming to increase loyalty in industrial markets (Dick & Basu, 1994) or to lock in the customer.

On the customer’s side, Switching Barriers correspond to the perception of the magnitude of the sacrifices required to terminate a relationship and to begin another somewhere else (Yanamandram & White, 2006). These sacrifices may include time, money, and effort (Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty, 2000). Switching cost is one of the Switching Barriers, the “onetime costs that consumers associate with the process of switching from one provider to another” (Burnham, Frels, & Mahajan, 2003, p. 110). Switching Barriers emerge from idiosyncratic investments made by the customer in a vendor. Lee and Neale (2012) investigated Australian customers of mobile phone providers, using Customer Inertia as a moderator. One of their conclusions was that switching costs deter provider substitution when Customer Inertia is low. With high Inertia, retention depends on whether the inertia stemmed from Satisfaction or indifference (i.e., Switching Avoidance). With indifferent customers, switching costs are unrelated to retention. Yet, we think it is more appropriate to take Customer Inertia as a dependent construct. In addition, if Switching Barriers increase for a customer, his/her propensity to stay with the incumbent supplier should rise as well as the inertial posture. This reasoning supports two more hypotheses.

H4a - Switching Barriers are positively related to Switching Avoidance.

H4b - Switching Barriers are positively related to Customer Inertia.
2.6 Satisfaction

Customer Satisfaction is the psychological state inherent to an acquisition and/or a consumption experience, resulting when the emotion of first impressions about the experience is coupled with confirmed/disconfirmed expectations (Oliver, 1981, 2015). Satisfaction is a measure of how a supplier's offer meets or surpasses the overall expectations of the customer, taking into account her/his expectations, the perceived performance, and the difference between these two components (Rossi & Slongo, 1998). Satisfaction can refer to a particular transaction or to the cumulative transactions of a buyer-seller connection (Garbarino & Johnson, 1999; Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty, 2000). In the first case, satisfaction is an evaluation processed immediately post-consumption, while the second case concerns the evaluation of several transactions undertaken with a vendor over a period. This paper focuses on cumulative Satisfaction involving the entire bundle of benefits from a provider.

Satisfaction is a key performance indicator for many organizations, because of its multiple effects (Lütkemeyer Filho, Vaccaro, & Freitas, 2015; Farias & Santos, 2000). Its impacts include attitudinal (switching avoidance, brand loyalty) and behavioral (repeated purchases, word of mouth) consumer responses (Gustafsson, Johnson, & Roos, 2005). Ultimately, Satisfaction influences the seller organization's market share and profitability (Anderson & Sullivan, 1993). Thus, we devise the following hypotheses.

**H5a** - Satisfaction is positively related to Switching Avoidance.

**H5b** - Satisfaction is positively related to Customer Inertia.

2.7 Switching Avoidance

Switching suppliers, for many customers in diverse contexts, can mean loss of time and effort that do not necessarily lead to better results. A person in a state of Switching Avoidance does not like changing and/or is too lazy to search for superior alternatives, which causes passive and stable behavior. Apathy also acts as a barrier to switching (Colgate & Lang, 2001), comprised of the impressions that “all organizations are the same” and it is “too much bother”. The apathetic client prefers the status quo. A consumer who exhibits inertia is a variety avoider, characterized by laziness, inactiveness, and/or passiveness (Wu, 2011). He/she refrains from switching suppliers on the grounds that either: i) the change would not totally compensate for the additional efforts; ii) he/she is unwilling to make the effort to establish a new link elsewhere; and iii) he/she dislikes taking risks. For these reasons, we propose the final hypothesis.

**H6** - Switching Avoidance is positively related to Customer Inertia.

The hypotheses above lead to our Base Model of Customer Inertia Antecedents mediated by Switching Avoidance. We also conceive a simpler Rival Model that does not include Switching Avoidance as a mediator. This mediator may be quite similar in nature to Customer Inertia and a similar overlap may occur between Market Isomorphism and Unattractiveness of Alternatives. Thus, the Rival Model consists of only the direct effects of Market Isomorphism, Perceived Service Quality, Unattractiveness of Alternatives, Switching Barriers, Satisfaction, and Switching Avoidance on Customer Inertia. As such, the Rival Model retains only hypotheses H1b, H2b, H3b, H4b, H5b, and H6. Figure 1 displays the two conceptual Models; above all, they require empirical testing. Additionally, doubts remain about differences in the relationships with regard to Gender and Income. These doubts also exist with respect to Contract Type for mobile phone services (prepaid versus postpaid).
3 Empirical Method, Procedures, and Investigated Sector

To test the models, a descriptive quantitative study was undertaken. For the survey, subjects were instructed to evaluate, as customers, the mobile telecommunications sector in Brazil. The initial sample (drawn by convenience) consisted of graduate students from a Brazilian university who personally completed the questionnaire. Those subjects were also requested to pass along the questionnaire web link on the Google docs’ website to their contacts (thus giving rise to a snowball sampling procedure). The respondents were informed about the research objectives and anonymity was assured.

Figure 1. Base and Rival Models

The questionnaire (Appendix) first assesses the service provider used by the subject and some aspects of their relationship, such as operator name, type, and age of the contract, and how frequently the subject switched providers. Then, Satisfaction is measured on a 4-point interval scale (‘very dissatisfied’, ‘dissatisfied’, ‘satisfied’, ‘very satisfied’), thus preventing a neutral positioning. Next, the questionnaire includes scales for: a) Customer Inertia, using indicators from...
Yanamandran and White (2004), Anderson and Srinivasan (2003), and Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004); b) Switching Avoidance, using indicators developed by the authors in accordance with Wu (2011, p. 33); and c) Switching Barriers and Unattractiveness of Alternatives, according to Colgate and Lang (2001) and Ping (2001). All these measurements are on a 7-point interval scale, ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’.

The operationalization of both Perceived Service Quality and Market Isomorphism (Mesquita, Martins, & Bastos, 2015) is based on the seven Service Marketing components (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003): product, price, place, promotion, people, process, and physical evidence. Their items are on a 7-point interval scale, ranging from: a) ‘1 - very different’ to ‘7 - very similar’ for Market Isomorphism; and b) ‘1 - poorer than expected’ to ‘exactly as expected’ for Perceived Service Quality. The literature describes the latter construct’s spectrum as ranging from ‘below the expected’ to ‘above the expected’ quality or ‘worse’ versus ‘better’ than expected. However, a previous focus group did not reveal any cases of consumers’ endorsing superior perceived quality, not even one of quality equal to that expected. For this reason, we constrained the upper label of the scale to ‘exactly as expected’. Finally, the questionnaire measures the respondents’ socio-demographic profile (age, income level, marital status, and job). The questionnaire (in Portuguese) can be obtained from the first author.

Structural Equation Modeling was applied using the PLS 3.0 software, including multi-group analyses to test differences in Customer Inertia associated with customer Age, Income Level, and Contract Type.

3.1 Investigated Sector

The sector examined - mobile telecommunications - has characteristics that are well suited to testing the hypotheses and models: ongoing service, small number of providers, frequent customer complaints, and low turnover rate. Table 1 shows a (incomplete) time series of the market share for Brazilian mobile telecommunications operators. The stability maintained by each player (especially Vivo, Tim, and Claro) over 11 years (from 2007 to 2017) is noticeable. These providers also have high customer complaint rates (Veja, 2015). In 2014, customer complaints regarding mobile phone operators at a public consumer protection agency (Procon) –accounted for 9.5% of the grand total number of filed complaints (related to all suppliers from all sectors). Even so, mobile phone firms in the country had relatively low turnover rates, at about 3.7% in 2015 (Teleco, 2017).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vivo</td>
<td>29.84%</td>
<td>28.49%</td>
<td>28.47%</td>
<td>28.42%</td>
<td>30.23%</td>
<td>31.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim</td>
<td>25.85%</td>
<td>27.09%</td>
<td>26.97%</td>
<td>25.69%</td>
<td>25.98%</td>
<td>24.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claro</td>
<td>24.99%</td>
<td>25.34%</td>
<td>25.33%</td>
<td>25.59%</td>
<td>24.65%</td>
<td>24.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oi</td>
<td>13.21%</td>
<td>18.52%</td>
<td>18.14%</td>
<td>18.64%</td>
<td>17.27%</td>
<td>16.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>63.59%</td>
<td>134.4%</td>
<td>138.0%</td>
<td>139.2%</td>
<td>118.4%</td>
<td>113.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Source: Teleco (2018). Density: percentage of active mobile accesses (lines) relative to the population.

The mobile telephone services in Brazil comprise three contract types: a) prepaid (no minimum fee but previous payment is required); b) postpaid (minimum monthly subscription fee, post and monthly payment), and contract (business plan). In the country the total number of lines shrank by 5.33% in 2016 (13.7 million fewer lines), to 244 million lines (Brigatto, 2017). In terms of contract type, prepaid lines shrank by 10.75%, to 165 million lines and, in the opposite
direction, postpaid lines grew by 8.32%, to 79.3 million.

**4 Findings**

The final sample has 249 respondents (185 from electronic interviewing, 64 from personal contact). This sample size is enough, as the minimum size necessary for a statistical power of 80% would be 217, considering 6 exogenous variables (Hair et al., 2014, 21). ANOVAs did not indicate differences between these two subsamples in the measured variables (indicators) pertaining to the seven constructs in the Conceptual Models. As to ‘service provider’ in the final sample, the distribution includes 37.3% VIVO, 28.9% TIM, 17.3% OI, 12.4% CLARO, and 4.1% other operators. Regarding ‘contract type’, 51% are ‘prepaid’ consumers, 39.8% are ‘post-paid’, and 9.2% are ‘business’. The respondents’ average ‘number of providers experienced’ is 2.5 and the average ‘time with the current provider’ is 6.6 years (a relatively long time, in itself suggesting a high retention rate).

A preliminary data analysis showed non-normality in the variables pertaining to the Conceptual Models, indicating the use of PLS (Hair et al. 2014). No outlier was found. The few missing data (all in personal interviews) were replaced with the mean value. The measurement model consisted of 44 measured variables and 7 latent variables (constructs). In the measurement models at the latent variable level, all the Cronbach’s Alphas are above 0.7 and all the Composite Reliabilities are above 0.8 (Hair et al, 2014); so random error is not a problem in those scales. In the Average Variance Extracted (AVE), Market Isomorphism (0.463) and Switching Barriers (0.461) represent the lowest scores, although even these were near the lower limit 0.5 (Chin, 1988; Hair et al, 2014) or within the 0.4 lower limit for exploratory studies (Nunnaly & Bernstein, 1994). Based on the Fornell-Larcker criteria (Chin, 1988; Hair et al, 2014), there are discriminant validities among the constructs, as the square root of the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) for each construct is always higher than the bivariate correlations between that construct and each of the other constructs.

The two structural models’ results are in Table 2. Further down, Figures 2 and 3 portray the estimated structural parameters for the Base and Rival Models, respectively. The significance level of indicator loadings and path coefficients were tested using the bootstrapping procedure.

**4.1 Direct Effects**

Regarding the direct effects on Customer Inertia, only the antecedent Unattractiveness of Alternatives (H3b) is not significant in both models (λ=0.077 in the Base Model; λ=0.116 in the Rival Model). The path between Switching Barriers and Customer Inertia (H4b) is confirmed only in the Rival Model (λ=0.191, p<0.01).

The path from Market Isomorphism to Customer Inertia (H1b), although significant, is negative in the Base (λ=-0.177, p<0.05) and Rival (λ=-0.224, p<0.05) Models. This inverse relationship was not expected (Mesquita, Martins, & Bastos, 2015). It may be that as clients become bored in the case of Market Isomorphism they search more for new providers, even without expecting to find others that are different and better than the current one. Such switching could be a kind of warning or punishment to the incumbent company, despite no improvement gained by the customer in the new patronage.
Table 2

Structural models’ results (Base and Rival)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: inertia</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>Path Coefficient</th>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>-.177**</td>
<td>-.224**</td>
<td>H1b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSQ</td>
<td>.295*</td>
<td>.263*</td>
<td>H2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNA</td>
<td>.077**</td>
<td>.116**</td>
<td>H3b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBA</td>
<td>.098**</td>
<td>.191*</td>
<td>H4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>.263*</td>
<td>.233*</td>
<td>H5b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAV</td>
<td>.242*</td>
<td>.243*</td>
<td>H6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switching Avoidance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Inertia of Alternatives</th>
<th>R²: .210</th>
<th>Q²: .105</th>
<th>---</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>.607*</td>
<td>.584</td>
<td>H1a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Significance: * 1% (t > 2.58); ** 5% (t > 1.96); "" non-significant.

Path Coefficient calculated by the following formula (Hair et al, 2014): $f^2 = \frac{R^2_{\text{included}} - R^2_{\text{excluded}}}{1 - R^2_{\text{included}}}$

Figure 2. Base Model.
The positive tie between Perceived Service Quality and Customer Inertia (H2b) was supported in both Models (Base, $\lambda=0.295$, $p < 0.01$; Rival, 0.263, $p < 0.01$). This makes sense: the more the superiority of an experienced service compared to the expectation, the more consumer inertia, in terms of supplier, would occur. In addition, favoring the uncompetitive vendors, perceived quality can be positive even after an inferior experience, as long as the expectation is relatively worse, which is a common occurrence in the sector (Market Isomorphism), thus preventing any gap. Any service level received tends to be considered with respect to the expected level. Above all - as posited by Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman (1993) and Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) - if a customer receives service quality, he/she tends to stay with the seller already in use.

The relationship between Switching Barriers and Customer Inertia (H4b) was confirmed in the Rival Model ($\lambda=0.191$, $p<0.01$). Barriers involve the consumer’s perceptions of the time, money, and effort required to change provider (Yanamandram & White, 2006; Jones, Mothersbaugh, & Beatty, 2000). So, when faced with expressive (inexpressive) costs to move to another company, inertia should be reinforced (weakened). These costs act to convince him/her to avoid changing.

![Figure 3. Rival Model](image-url)

A significant link between Satisfaction and Customer Inertia (H5b) appeared for the Base ($\lambda=0.263$, $p<0.01$) and Rival ($\lambda=0.233$, $p<0.01$) Models. Satisfaction is a relevant driver for repeated purchases and even attitudinal loyalty (Farias & Santos, 2000; Zeithaml, Berry, &
Parasuraman, 1993; Zeithaml & Bitner, 2003). Under such a state, the customer should refrain from pursuing solutions (through services and/or goods) elsewhere; i.e., adopting an inertial posture. Continuous patronage is a component of inertial behavior. This result is in line with: a) Jones, Mothersbaugh, and Beatty (2000), who found a positive influence of satisfaction on repeated purchases; b) Anderson and Srinivasan (2003), who describe the link between satisfaction and e-loyalty; and c) Bozzo (2002), who identified high levels of satisfaction for inert customers. However, Ping Jr. (2001) did not confirm the importance of satisfaction in determining loyalty.

The link between Switching Avoidance and Customer Inertia (H6) was confirmed in both the Base (\(\lambda = 0.242, p<0.05\)) and the Rival (\(\lambda = 0.243, p<0.05\)) models. This outcome reflects the case of people who do not like changes and end up staying with the same vendor organization (Colgate & Lang, 2001). This implies a phenomenon in which an increase (decrease) in a personal state (Switching Avoidance) leads to immobilization (mobilization) towards substitutes in the market arena.

4.2 Mediating and Indirect Effects

Of the four mediating effects hypothesized for Switching Avoidance (dotted lines in Figures 1 and 2), two were underpinned (H3a and H4a): the antecedents Unattractiveness of Alternatives and Switching Barriers. The links between both Perceived Service Quality (H2a) and Satisfaction (H5a) with Switching Avoidance were refuted.

In the case of Satisfaction (H5a), the result was surprising, as a satisfied customer has many incentives to stay with the same provider. The confirmed connection between Unattractiveness of Alternatives (H3a) and Switching Avoidance (\(\lambda = 0.241, p<0.01\)) means that the worse other providers are perceived to be by the client, the stronger his/her state of unwillingness for transition, and vice-versa. The effect of Switching Barriers on Switching Avoidance (H4a) (\(\lambda = 0.354, p<0.01\)) was supported. This highlights that company techniques and sector characteristics that increase the total costs (time, money, and psychological) for customer migration encourage them to avoid such change. The impact of Market Isomorphism on Unattractiveness of Alternatives (H1a) was supported (\(\lambda = 0.607, p<0.01\)). These are similar constructs, but not identical. The former refers to the attributes of competing suppliers in a sector, and the latter means the outcomes they deliver [including Gronroos’ (1994) functional quality (process) and technical quality (outcome) in service provision]. For the customers in the sample, an interesting scenario does not ensue from an array of homogenous players.

Regarding the indirect effects on Customer Inertia, shown in Table 3, none of them (ranging from no more than 0.012 to 0.085) were significant, which rejects the mediating role of Switching Avoidance. Alternatively, Market Isomorphism has only a light indirect effect (0.146) on Switching Avoidance.

Table 3
Indirect Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>ISO → INE</th>
<th>PSQ → INE</th>
<th>UNA → INE</th>
<th>SBA → INE</th>
<th>ISO → SAV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indirect Effect</td>
<td>.082*ns</td>
<td>.012*ns</td>
<td>.058*ns</td>
<td>.085*ns</td>
<td>.146*ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ** Significant at 95% (t > 1.96) * ns non-significant.
Summing up, the Rival Model is simpler, has a higher explanatory power for Customer Inertia ($R^2$ of 0.35 compared to 0.29 for the Base Model), has a higher effect size ($F$) for four of the six relationships tested, higher predictive relevance ($Q^2$ of 0.181 compared to 0.147), and confirms five out of six of the hypotheses. Additionally, the hypothesized mediating role of Switching Avoidance in the Base Model - amidst the exogenous constructs and Customer Inertia – was rejected. As such, the Rival Model is more advantageous as a conceptual framework; it is now adopted here.

4.3 Multi-group Analyses

Table 4 reports multi-group analyses, of the variables Gender, Income, and Contract Type, for the Rival Model (Figure 3), which connects each exogenous construct to Customer Inertia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: inertia</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Income*</th>
<th>Contract Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>-.142</td>
<td>-.332</td>
<td>-.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNA</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>.161</td>
<td>.319</td>
<td>.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBA</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.169</td>
<td>.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAV</td>
<td>.278</td>
<td>.215</td>
<td>.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td>.375</td>
<td>.361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Regarding Gender, the differences in Perceived Service Quality and Satisfaction stand out. Males are more impacted by Quality with regard to Customer Inertia ($\lambda=0.380$) than females ($\lambda=0.168$). On the contrary, Customer Inertia is more impacted by Satisfaction among the females ($\lambda=0.319$) than among the males ($\lambda=0.161$). Family Income was operationalized with two groups: low (<US$ 30,000 per year) and high (≥US$ 30,000 per year). These categories are quite similar in terms of the explanatory power for Customer Inertia in the set of exogenous constructs (Low Income $R^2=0.361$; High Income $R^2=0.371$), but the importance of each exogenous variable is quite different in each group. Switching Avoidance ($\lambda=0.291$) and Satisfaction ($\lambda=0.245$) are more robustly connected to Customer Inertia for those with a lower Income, whereas Perceived Service Quality ($\lambda=0.277$), Switching Avoidance ($\lambda=0.231$), and Market Isomorphism ($\lambda=-0.230$) presented a greater influence for those with a high Income. Contract Type includes the categories Postpaid and Prepaid. Of the three multi-group variables, Contract Type exhibits the highest inter group difference in relation to the explanatory power for Customer Inertia (Postpaid $R^2=33.3%$; Prepaid $R^2=47.3%$). This explanation for Prepaid is mainly provided by Satisfaction ($\lambda=0.404$), Perceived Service Quality ($\lambda=0.281$), and Market Isomorphism ($\lambda=-0.266$).

5 Final Remarks

The objective here was to evaluate antecedents of Customer Inertia and a possible mediating role played by Switching Avoidance. It is a topic that is not yet fully understood that involves an intriguing phenomenon and has some managerial as well as socially relevant
implications. Customer Inertia – addressed in terms of its attitudinal and behavioral elements – leads to a special type of repeated purchase, without affective attachment to the provider. A conceptual Base Model was built (Figure 1), comprising determinants of Customer Inertia and the mediating effects of Unattractiveness of Alternatives and Switching Avoidance. A Rival Model, without these mediating effects, was also conceived. Then both models were empirically and comparatively tested (Figures 2 and 3).

The Rival Model outperformed the Base Model on a set of criteria (e.g., greater explanatory power for Customer Inertia and more simplicity). The Rival Model offers a moderate explanation (R²=0.35), some sound structural path coefficients, and appropriate psychometric properties for the latent constructs. For the Rival Model, five out of six hypotheses – referring to antecedents of Customer Inertia – were supported (Table 2). Only Unattractiveness of Alternatives was rejected as having a significant effect. Market Isomorphism had an unexpected negative effect. Maybe an increase in Isomorphism reduces Customer Inertia through resentment, leading the customer to contemplate moving to a competitor even if he/she knows that the incumbent and other providers are similar organizations. The customer might think that he/she must strive for a better vendor, although the rational estimates indicate that they are equivalent; this can be interpreted as a moral duty, irrespective of instrumental results (at least in the short term).

The academic contribution of this paper centers on integrative modeling and empirical testing of many determinants of Customer Inertia, using various scales (multi-items ones, except that for Satisfaction). Market Isomorphism is a new concept, which includes some service attributes. It is different from Attractiveness of Alternatives, as the former relates to service process whilst the latter concerns service outcome. Furthermore, though Customer Inertia has been investigated as a driver of repeated purchases, we believe that a better approach was adopted here, conceptualizing it as a special kind of repeated purchase in the absence of a positive affect for the supplier.

The four confirmed antecedents of Customer Inertia should be carefully considered and possibly managed by: a) business providers striving for better results and competitive advantage; and b) public agencies and non-governmental organizations (NGO), on behalf of consumer interests. On one hand, as a company works harder to increase its customers' Satisfaction and Perceived Quality, ensuing Customer Inertia would be a valuable result. If these improvements are continued, after a certain point, the clientele could devote more than mere Inertia to the vendor, giving rise to much-aspired brand loyalty. On the other hand, consumer rights protection could require – within some sectors – stricter regulation/legislation in respect to Switching Barriers. If companies, as a whole, consistently neglect Quality and Satisfaction, regulators should be stricter in protecting the consumer, notably in developing countries, as is the case in Brazil. Consumer rights are especially challenging in a market supplied by few competitors, like the one addressed in this research.

In terms of Contract Type, in 2016 mobile phone operators in Brazil registered (Brigatto, 2017) a high turnover for Prepaid lines and an increase in Postpaid clientele. This urges actions specially designed to boost Perceived Service Quality and Satisfaction for Prepaid contracts, which typically involve lower levels for these key marketing indicators. Such an initiative should be worthwhile regardless of the greater revenue derived from Postpaid subscribers. Moreover, a reduction in the inequality of Satisfaction and Perceived Quality between the two contract types would function very well from the perspective of society and the government. Remember that the number of filed customer complaints against operators is at a peak (unfavorable) position in the Brazilian rankings.

Other managerial guidelines arise from the differential effects – depending on the customer Income – of the antecedents on Customer Inertia.
(Table 4). For those with a high income, the impact of Perceived Service Quality is strongest, followed by Switching Avoidance and Market Isomorphism. In the case of those with a low income, the main influence comes from Switching Avoidance, followed by Satisfaction. For both groups, Perceived Service Quality and Satisfaction are relevant in driving inertia, although Switching Avoidance and Barriers also have a great influence. A segmented marketing strategy should be aligned with (or at least take into account) these variables, as most of them (PSQ, SAT, SB) represent variables that are manageable by the companies.

Essentially, the Rival Model results indicate two different avenues that company executives can track to maintain Customer Inertia and its advantages, avenues that are not necessarily mutually exclusive. One front is rooted in Perceived Service Quality and Satisfaction, which are at the center of the marketing orientation. However, it seems that Brazilian mobile phone operators are failing in developing new services and processes able to deliver better Quality and more Satisfaction according to the clientele’s expectations, needs, and wants. Even worse, some vendors may be neglecting service, as they know consumers will surely remain with them. Nevertheless, there are limits to Customer Inertia and if Quality and Satisfaction are too low, that can weaken and ultimately break the inertial posture. Another front is based on Switching Barriers and Switching Avoidance, which are both less sustainable and controllable by the provider alone and subject to counter-barriers created by public regulation.

Nonetheless, managers should be aware that, despite its characteristics, Customer Inertia (like human inertia in general) can be broken, leading to change; it is a state, not a personal characteristic (or at least more of a state than a characteristic). In fact, consumers are gaining more awareness about their rights in the market and their resources to react against suppliers’ mistakes and inefficacy. Their reactions range from individual departure from one supplier (instead of inertial behavior) to powerful collective weapons, such as social boycotts, an alternative nowadays amplified by virtual social networks (Cruz, 2017). At least in the long run, marketing orientation and business ethics tend to be critical when dealing with customers to achieve sustainable superior business performance (Fernández & Pinuer, 2016).

We now point out the main research limitations. Market Isomorphism is a relatively new construct that shares some similarities with Unattractiveness of Alternatives. These constructs require more investigation regarding: a) their conceptual and operational definitions; and b) their discriminant validity. The unexpected inverse path from Marketing Isomorphism to Customer Inertia requires further investigation. Anyway, similarly to Charles Darwin’s evolutionary view, Science continually produces – and has to produce – new ideas and concepts, although their refinement and even survival depend on environmental factors and requires time (Hull, 1988). New models should deal with the consequences of Customer Inertia, such as peer contagion and provider profitability. In addition, the hard and long road towards scientific generalization of the delineated conclusions requires testing the models on diverse consumer samples and in various sectors. We hope our initiative fosters more research projects focused on Customer Inertia that are able to overcome our limitations and shed light on this thought-provoking domain.
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## Appendix – Questionnaire

Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with your current supplier?

(1) Very dissatisfied (2) Dissatisfied (3) Satisfied (4) Very satisfied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with your current supplier?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with the overall helpfulness of the supplier's agent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with the overall cost?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with the quality of the calls you make and receive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with the quality of the calls you make and receive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Overall, what is your level of satisfaction with the quality of the calls you make and receive?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. If there are physical stores, how do you rate their layout?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of the range of equipment on offer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of signal coverage (in general, are there problem areas)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of the accuracy of bills?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Market Isomorphism - (1) very different and (7) very similar.

- 1. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of overall helpfulness of the supplier's agent?
- 2. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of overall cost?
- 3. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of the quality of the calls you make and receive?
- 4. If your current supplier has a physical store, how does it compare with other phone stores you may have seen?
- 5. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of signal coverage (in general, are there problem areas)?
- 6. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of the range of equipment on offer?
- 7. If there are physical stores, how do you rate their layout?
- 8. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of its complaints handling procedure?
- 9. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of call charges?
- 10. How does your current supplier compare with others in terms of the accuracy of bills?

### Perceived Service Quality - 1 is poorer than expected and 7 is exactly what you expected.

- 1. Overall performance of supplier's agent
- 2. Overall cost
- 3. Quality of the calls you make and receive
- 4. Physical appearance of the store
- 5. Signal coverage
- 6. Variety of equipment available
- 7. Store layout
- 8. Complaints handling procedures
- 9. Call charges
- 10. Accuracy of bills

### Unattractiveness of Alternatives - 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree

- 1. All the providers are the same
- 2. If I change my provider, I’m not sure about the results.
- 3. If I change my provider, I will continue having problems.
- 4. In my opinion, there aren’t any other better providers.
- 5. Overall, the service from other providers will not be better.

### Switching Barriers - 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree

- 1. The time it would take to switch would be too great.
- 2. The effort to switch would be too great.
- 3. I’m concerned about financial losses
- 4. It would cause me too much hassle to change provider.
- 5. If I change provider, I have to learn a new routine and practices.
- 6. I feel locked in.

### Switching Avoidance - 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree

- 1. Overall, I avoid changing service providers.
- 2. It is very tiring seeking other providers.
- 3. It is very tiring carrying out costs research.
- 4. Usually I prefer to keep my current service provider.
- 5. I rarely complain about service providers.
- 6. I’m too lazy to look for another service provider.

### Inertia - 1 is strongly disagree and 7 is strongly agree

- 1. I intend to remain with my service provider.
- 2. Even if I have a problem, I will continue with this service provider.
- 3. Unless I have a very serious problem, I will continue with this service provider.
- 4. Unless another provider makes very attractive offers, I will continue with my current provider.
- 5. Overall, I would recommend this service provider to my family.
- 6. Overall, I would recommend this service provider to my friends.
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